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Artificial neural networks represent an accurate and efficient tool to construct high-dimensional potentialenergy surfaces based on first-principles data. However, so far the main drawback of this method has been the
limitation to a single atomic species. We present a generalization to compounds of arbitrary chemical composition,
which now enables simulations of a wide range of systems containing large numbers of atoms. The required
incorporation of long-range interactions is achieved by combining the numerical accuracy of neural networks
with an electrostatic term based on environment-dependent charges. Using zinc oxide as a benchmark system we
show that the neural network potential-energy surface is in excellent agreement with density-functional theory
reference calculations, while the evaluation is many orders of magnitude faster.
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The reliability of the results obtained in molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations critically depends on the accuracy of the
potentials employed to describe the atomic interactions. While
first-principles calculations can provide very accurate energies
and forces, the high computational costs impose severe constraints on the number of time steps and the system size even if
efficient methods such as density-functional theory (DFT) are
used. Consequently, the development of efficient interatomic
potentials is a very active field of research. However, for many
types of systems potentials enabling accurate simulations
of several thousand atoms are still very rare. In particular
the complicated bonding situations in a variety of complex
materials, in chemical processes at surfaces and at interfaces,
still present significant challenges for the development of
accurate potentials.
An example of such materials is zinc oxide, which is a
technically important semiconductor and is frequently used
as support in heterogeneous catalysis.1 The structures and
stabilities of the ZnO bulk phases and single-crystal surfaces
are well described by DFT.2 However, extended simulations of
large systems containing a few thousand atoms are not feasible
employing DFT. In order to address large systems, a number
of empirical potentials has been developed for ZnO in recent
years.3–5 These potentials typically rely on physically motivated functional forms with some fitting parameters. While
these potentials provide a reasonable description of many
physical properties, the accuracy is necessarily limited by the
approximations made when choosing the functional form.
To overcome these limitations, an alternative approach is
to abandon all constraints on the functional form by using
more flexible functions, which can very accurately adapt
to a large set of reference data from high-level electronic
structure calculations. Several types of potentials following
this approach have been reported to date.6,7 In the present work,
we use artificial neural networks (NNs), which are well suited
for the construction of potential-energy surfaces (PESs).8
In the past decade NN potentials have been constructed for
a variety of systems.9–13 Until recently, the main limitation of
most NN approaches has been the small number of degrees
of freedom that could be taken into account. This confined
the applicability to PESs of small molecules. This limitation
has been overcome by the introduction of a NN potential, in
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which the total energy is expressed as a sum of atomic energy
contributions depending on the local chemical environments.14
In this approach the energy contribution of each atom is
evaluated using an individual NN instead of using one NN for
the total energy of the system. The accuracy of this potential,
which is applicable to systems containing thousands of atoms,
has been demonstrated for the high-pressure phase diagram
of silicon,15,16 for carbon,17 and for sodium.18 Alternatively,
it has also been suggested to construct high-dimensional NN
PESs by using information on small structural fragments.19,20
A major problem is the restriction of the high-dimensional
NN approach to systems containing just a single chemical
species. Little progress has been made in the development
of NN potentials for more complex systems.20 This is due
to the absence of long-range electrostatic interactions in the
NN potential. However, incorporating these interactions is
mandatory to construct potentials for systems of arbitrary
composition in order to take the charge transfer between
different chemical species into account.
In this Brief Report we present a generalization of the
high-dimensional NN scheme of Ref. 14 to multicomponent
systems by including electrostatic interactions explicitly. Our
approach is to calculate those energy contributions exactly
for which analytical expressions are available, namely, electrostatic interactions based on environment-dependent atomic
charges. Consequently, the numerical accuracy of the NNs is
focused on the short-range energy contributions arising from
local changes in the electronic structure. Additionally, NNs are
used to construct the environment-dependent charges. By this
energy decomposition we overcome the limitation of the highdimensional NN method to a single chemical species. We note
that it has been suggested to use NNs to represent electrostatic
multipoles for low-dimensional systems before,21 but to date
no NN total energy surface including electrostatic interactions
suitable for MD simulations has been reported in the literature.
The total energy expression of the generalized NN potential
consists of two parts, a short-range energy Es describing the
effects of local electronic structure changes due to chemical
bonding, and the long-range electrostatic energy contribution
Eel ,
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Etot = Es + Eel .
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